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In his private briefing suite for new arrivals, the dwarfish, blue clad figure of Demos 

swung gently in its hammock. His large, chestnut eyes were open wide as he watched 

the hologram of the planet Cygnus suspended above him. A gentle computer voice 

was speaking: 

 “The Stargate Mining Project has been underway for four hundred and sixteen 

revolutions. So far eighteen million units of raw diamond have been extracted from 

Cygnus and transported back to our home planet, Rhianon.” 

 The hologram of the gently spinning orb grew up close and Demos had the 

impression of being on board a space ship, rapidly approaching the planet. 

 Demos’ point of view was no longer that from the space ship. He now dangled 

somewhere in its vicinity, watching its cautious approach to the Cygnian surface. 

 “Our first probe circumnavigated Cygnus and then attempted to land upon its 

surface. This proved disastrous.” 

 The hologram now revealed a small, green, diamond space pod, its frail legs in 

firm resolve, cushioned by retro-fire, gently descending towards the dirty-red surface. 

Suddenly, the screen was ablaze with the ruptured corpse of the vessel. Computer 

generated debris scattered about the periphery of  Demos’ vision. He ducked. 

 “But what had caused the crash? The problem was monumental and 

completely unforeseen. Cygnus appeared to contravene what was thought to be a law 

of the universe – the law of inertia.” 

 The crash was being replayed in slow motion. 

 “We now know that Cygnus does not behave as it should. Unlike all other 

known massive bodies, it does not carry its atmosphere around with it. It continues to 



spin beneath any object which hovers above it. Our first probe had attempted to land 

on a fifteen hundred kilometres per hour merry-go-round and as you can see, was 

ripped apart on impact. This alarmingly eccentricity earned Cygnus its Rhianese nick-

name, Strange Planet.” 

 The image now gave a view as from a craft suspended above the planet’s 

surface. An undulating surface rippled beneath and to the left sped by the broken teeth 

of a snarling mountain range. 

 “The solution was to hover above the surface and then accelerate sideways up 

to the required velocity – to catch up with the planet, so to speak, thus remaining 

stationary above its surface long enough to drill deeply and securely into its crust.” 

 On the invisible 3D screen curved above Demos’ head, one enormous 

diamond bubble was doing just that; hurtling sideways at nil velocity relative to the 

planet and fastening itself into its waterless skin by means of a massive, diamond, 

spiral drill-bit. 

 “Thus, our mining colony was established and the rich supply of diamond, 

now so rare on our own planet, was located and tapped. The main supply was found 

along the feet of the Ulates Mountains, the solitary mountain range of Cygnus, 

spanning two thirds of the girth of its equator.” 

 The viewpoint now turned in the direction of the stationary mountains, and 

then withdrew rapidly skyward, revealing more and more of the range as it did so. At 

length, it revealed the entire globe of Cygnus again, smooth and cloudless, a line of 

mountains for a belt about her mid-riff. 

 “Since the first pods landed, half a decade ago, sixty pods have joined the 

colony. These are grouped into twenty clusters of three, or triads, as they are called. 

One hundred Rhianese occupy each pod. Therefore six thousand Rhianese inhabit 



Cygnus at any given time.” 

             The hologram blinked shut. 

 “So, welcome to Strange Planet, Councillor Demos. Congratulations on your 

election to the Council of Five in charge of The Silosian Triad. We hope you enjoy 

the next three hundred revolutions with us. You are free now to make your way to the 

uppermost viewing chamber of this craft, where your commander, Silos, awaits you.” 

 When the lights came up they revealed a tiny, pasty fellow, still wide-eyed 

upon his hammock, who had the distinct feeling that he wouldn’t mind watching that 

show again. But this notion was quickly killed by the attendant, who broke his reverie 

and quietly ushered him towards the door. He was given a small oxygen mask and 

shown into a vertical tube, within which he momentarily stood. Then, with a whisk, 

he was gone, up towards the top level and his first meeting with his commander and 

three fellow councillors. 

 


